
10 years of Doppelbock
The anniversary tour with Christine Lauterburg and Barbara Berger
«Voodoo Yodel»

Christine Lauterburg and Barbara Berger consider themselves as soul sisters. And, indeed, they speak exactly the same language when they sing together. The new programme is centred around the "nature yodel" - or "youtz". These ancient, wordless themes of folk music captivate the listener with their force and their simple beauty. The youtz awakens the archetypical and ancient longing for steadiness, slowing down, peace and quiet in a time which thrives so strongly on the quickening of speed.
Through their collaboration with "Doppelbock", the band with whom both singers entertain a repertoire on their own as well, new sound scenarios, like paintings full of sound, are born from old original melodies. Together they create merrily, cheekily, joyfully with a lot of passion - and respect too - a modern version of folk music, which goes far beyond the ordinary type of it's kind and yet follows clearly in the tradition's ways. Vodoo in the sense of "magic", "enchanted", "enchanting".

This year Doppelbock are celebrating their 10th anniversary. Ten years of many different and diverse musical developments, with one everlasting consistant of altercation with musical tradition. The NZZ (Neue Zürcher Zeitung) calls them "one of the most important renovators of folk music" and they also write: "There's the rub with Swiss folk music. Purists conserve it with absolute seriousness, populists overmix it to a poppy mix of vaudeville and sing-sang. There seems to be close to no space at all in between these extremes for those musicians, who want to take tradition out of its closed valleys to vitalize it with today's modern life." Yet Doppelbock and the two singers manage to do this with as much tact as the music deserves.

Christine Lauterburg
Yodel & voice, diatonic accordion (Langnauerli) , fiddle , broom
Born in 1956 in Bern and a trained teacher, she has been fascinated with performing arts from early on and attended Bern's drama school (today's Art university of Bern) to become an actor. There followed serveral performances in plays and film productions. She later discovered her love for singing and yodelling and is touring Switzerland with different bands and groups as a musician and singer since 1980. Christine has given concerts in various parts of Europe, Africa, the Americas and China.
As a singer she enjoys the artistic freedom she always had been looking for in her earlier career. She is an aweful venerator of the so called Swiss traditional music - especially the yodel. She has been wider know with the album "Echo der Zeit".
She joined "Doppelbock" in 2001 for the project "eCHo" where she sings together with Corin Curschellas and Walter Lietha (this formation is still touring at present). 

Barbara Berger
Yodel & voice, spoons, broom
She grew up in the Swiss midlands, in one of the flattest areas of the country, the Freiamt, and yet she has been in touch since her early childhood with yodel. Later on she turned to traditional Swiss folkmusic, first for fun and later with earnest and joy, until she was listened to broadly. She participated in the "family Trüb qartet" (Familie Trüb) who toured in all four corners of the country from 1993-1995, for example at the Montreux Jazz Festival '95 and who recorded two CDs (on EMI).
While she studied classical music (voice) at the Bern University of the Arts, she stopped the yodelling completely, so as to come back to it afterwards, with a fresh point of view.
Her main interests are the "youtz (nature yodel)", modern and new music, contemporary jazz and interdisciplinary projects.
She has worked, amongst many others, with Peter Schärli, Leo Dick, Daniel Ott, Jan Brönimann, Theater Bissegger (clowning).

Doppelbock
Dide Marfurt: Hurdy-Gurdy, Tamburiza, Bousoukie, Swiss Bagpipe, Bodhràn
Simon Dettwiler: Schwyzerörgeli (10-, 18- und 82-bässige Modelle)
Jean-Pierre Dix: E-Bass, Kontrabass
Markus Maggiori:  Djembe, All sorts of percussions, Jewsharp, Shwam, Pomerania, Swiss Bagpipe, Gong

It's high time to discover Swiss Folk music in a new light. Doppelbock (or double bock) create new sounds directly out of ancient Switzerland and old melodies are dressed up in modern gear. their old "Chuereihe" and old folk dances sound exotic and yet quite familiar. Original instruments - like the shawm, hurdy-gurdy and the helvetic or swiss bagpipes - play together with eBass, djembe, gajon and even the ever so folky evergreens like the diatonic accordion (Schwyzerörgeli) and the contrabass. Their music is produced in a modern, close to, but not overly, pop music style, somehow miles away from but  with all the due respect to tradition.

A special sound grows through intensive crossover and breeding. Old customs influenced by our globalized times. Not a pure race, but a lively bastard is this breeding's aim! Biodiversity in Doppelbock's stables. Far from aloof mockery, it's all about the caring nurturing of tradition in our times actual context and of course, it's all about the love to play. Nothing frolic, nothing artificial but highest art and not taking oneself too seriously.

This tour is sponsored by Pro Helvetia and "Migros Kulturprozent".

More information, press reviews, sound-snippets and samples, concert dates, photos for downloading, picture galleries by Tabea Hüberli etc. : http://www.doppelbock.ch

